We were asked to analyze racially polarized voting (RPV) in Virginia using recent statewide primary elections. We analyzed election data for the 2018 Republican Senate Primary, 2017 Democratic Lieutenant Governor Primary, 2013 Democratic Lieutenant Governor Primary, and 2013 Democratic State Attorney General Primary, and Citizen Voting Age Population (CVAP) data from the American Community Survey. Following the methodology outlined in our previous report, we performed ecological inference to estimate group-level voting behavior at the statewide level and by region.

At the outset, we note that primaries can have limited utility for analyzing racially polarized voting, because the existence of RPV in the primary does not mean that there is RPV in the general election, and the lack of RPV in the primary also does not mean that there is not RPV in the general election. Furthermore, the electorates in partisan primaries and in general elections are very different. For example, in the 2017 election for Lieutenant Governor, 2,595,538 voters cast ballots in the general election, but only 867,271 voters cast ballots in the primary elections (33.4%). However, the presence of RPV in primaries may be useful to the Commission when considering different ways to draw particular districts.

At the statewide level, we find (1) a relatively consistent pattern of racially polarized voting and some evidence of cohesion among minority groups in selecting a candidate of choice for Democratic primary elections, and (2) no clear evidence of racially polarized voting or cohesion for Republican primary elections. In particular, Black and Hispanic voters appear to share a candidate of choice in several of the Democratic primary elections we analyze.

The figure below reports our point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for votes cast by each racial group, aggregated to the statewide level, for Democratic primary elections. In the 2013 Democratic Attorney General Primary, we find that Black voters supported Justin Fairfax, with 72% casting votes for him. A clear majority of Black voters supported Fairfax in this primary election. We estimate that 31% of White voters who turned out supported Fairfax in this election, and the confidence intervals on this estimate do not overlap with the 50% threshold. In tandem, these estimates are suggestive of racially polarized voting in this primary. On the question of cohesion between different racial groups, we note that Hispanic voters split their votes between Fairfax and Herring, supporting Fairfax with 50% of the vote. Given the confidence interval around this estimate, this does not provide evidence for or against cohesion between Black and Hispanic voters in this primary. If we estimate vote choice using just two racial groups — White voters and Minority voters — as in Appendix Figure 5, we can say that on average Minority voters as a whole supported Fairfax enough to consider him the candidate of choice for the group in this primary election.

In the 2013 Democratic Lieutenant Governor Primary, Aneesh Chopra was the clear candidate of choice for Black voters. His opponent, Ralph Northam, was the clear candidate of choice for White voters — again, evidence of racially polarized voting. Hispanic voters split their vote between Chopra and Northam, supporting Chopra with 50% of the vote. Given the confidence interval around this estimate, this does

---


not provide evidence for or against cohesion between Black and Hispanic voters in this primary. When we estimate vote choice using two racial groups (White and Minority voters), Chopra is the clear candidate of choice for Minority voters in this election (See Figure 5 in the Appendix).

In the 2017 Democratic Primary for Lieutenant Governor, Justin Fairfax faced two White candidates, Susan Platt and Gene Rossi, in an open-seat race. Fairfax ultimately won the primary election race with 49% of the vote. Platt received 39% of the vote, and Rossi received 12%. Black voters supported Fairfax with 66% of the vote, compared to 18% and 16% for Platt and Rossi, respectively. In fact, at the state-wide level, Black voters supported Fairfax at substantially higher rates than any other racial group did.

In contrast, White voters slightly preferred Platt to Fairfax (49% to 42%). When we estimate vote choice using two racial groups (White and Minority voters), Fairfax is the clear candidate of choice for Minority voters (See Figure 5 in the Appendix).\(^3\)

![Figure 1: Ecological Inference Results — Statewide Democratic Primary Elections](image)

The extent of racially polarized voting in Democratic primaries varies across regions and elections. Figure 2 presents our estimates by region for the three Democratic primaries that we analyze. In the 2017 primary for Lieutenant Governor, Minority voters gave a plurality of their support to Fairfax in every region, according to our estimates. We observe consistent evidence of racially polarized voting (e.g., clear cut RPV in at least two of three elections) in the Central (Richmond area) and Hampton Roads regions, qualified evidence of it in West Central, Southside, and Northern regions, and no evidence in the remaining regions.\(^4\)

Figure 3 presents results of our analysis for Republican primaries. In the 2018 Republican Senate Primary, there were three candidates, Corey Stewart, Nicholas Freitas, and E.W. Jackson, Sr. We report our estimates of support by racial group for Jackson, a Black candidate. We estimate that Black voters supported him with 40% of the vote, compared to 30% and 29% for Freitas and Stewart, respectively. In contrast, White voters significantly preferred Freitas (45%) and Stewart (46%) to Jackson (9%). When we estimate vote choice using two racial groups (White and Minority voters), Jackson received the highest vote share from Minority voters (See Figure 5 in the Appendix).

Looking across regions, we see no clear evidence of racially polarized voting for Minority and White voters in Republican primaries. Figure 4 reports the results by region.

---

\(^3\)Note that there will be small discrepancies in our estimates in this report compared to our original report due to small changes between the sources of election data used for each report; these differences do not affect our substantive conclusions.

\(^4\)The regional results, for the separate racial categories, are reported in the Appendix.
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